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Richard III’s  biographers have found little to say about his  dealings  in  1471  with
his illegitimate cousin, Thomas  Neville, alias Thomas Fauconberg, commonly

known to contemporaries as the Bastard of Fauconberg or Fauconbridge.l Buck
found some interest in the story of Fauconberg’s death, but missed an important

part of the background to it. Kendall barely mentions Fauconberg in connection
with  Richard  as Duke of Gloucester, though  he observes  that  he  went nonh  with

him in the summerof  1471.  Gairdner and Ross ignore the connection altogether.2
Some  reticence is understandable, given the incoherence and contradictoriness of

chronicle accounts of the matter. Intrinsically, however, the story is an interesting
one, illustrating well the insecurity of the Yorkist regime in  1471  and the
problematic relationship between  political  expediency, legal form and public

opinion  that  constitutes so much of the interest of Richard’s later usurpation of the

throne.
Fauconberg’s  Kentish  rising of May 1471  is  a  well-known component of the

narrative of the Yorkist return to power, and it is unnecessary to rehearse its details
here. The facts, so far as they can be told,  have  recently been  reviewed by

Richmond and Hammond.3 Having led an  attack  on London  that  was effectively
beaten  off by Lord Rivers and the Londoners on 14 May, and having retreated back

to the coast at Sandwich on 18 May, it may be  supposed  that Fauconberg was

considered a dangerous man  both  by the new government and by the citizens of the
capital. The Yorkist victory might  have led directly to his  flight  into  exile  or to his
execution as  a  traitor, and the barest accounts of his  fate  imply nothing more
problematic than the latter of these two fates. The London chroniclers had no more
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than the barest knowledge of Fauconberg’s end, and none of them found anything

worthy of extended cement. The  Vitellius Chronicle, after  a  meagre  account  of

Fauconberg’s Kentish Rising, reports  that  he was
dryven to Blak-walle to his shippis, where he  with  his  gunnys  slew and

mayned  some men, but  that  nyght  he fled. And in thende of the  same  yere
he was  taken  at  Sowthehampton  and beheded; and his heed sent to
London, and set vpon the brygge.‘

Vergil followed this tradition: ‘Fauconberg,’ he says, ‘speedily retreated to his

ships, but sometime afterwards, having incautiously gone to the  port  of

Southampton, he was captured and forfeited his  head’,’ Not surprisingly, one
author  assumes  that the execution  took  place in  Southampton.“ An even earlier end
to the story is implied in one London chronicle, which  reports  simply that  ‘the
notorious Fawkyngbrigge, crossing from the sea through Kent with a disorderly
host, tried to enter London by force, proclaiming Henry VI and Warwick, but he

was driven back and killed’.’ The  most  recurrent information is simply that
Fauconberg fled from the rebel army, that  he was later captured in  Southampton
and  that  he was beheaded. Even the timing of his arrest is variously reported.
Grafton’s continuation of Hardyng’s  Chronicle  supposes  that he was arrested
‘shortely after’ his retreat from London. Adriaan de But dated Fauconberg'
execution  ‘not long after’ (nec  multo post) his return to favour.“ Vergil’s ‘sometime

afterward' (aliquanto post) is non—committal. Other variants are the  Great
Chronicle’s  ‘in October ffoluyng’, Fabyan's dating of the  same event ‘in the ende
of  this  maiers  yere’,  and the  Vitellius Chronicle  's ‘in thende of the same yere’ (in

the quotation abowa).9 The mayor of London’s year of office ended on 28
October.lo Holinshed  later  combined  ‘shortlie  after’, presumably from Grafton,
with  ‘about  the latter end of  October’, from Fabyan.”

The story was more complicated and interesting than these bare accounts

imply, and involved Richard of Gloucester at many points. When Fauconberg fled
to Sandwich he was  still  in  a position  to  cause  the new  régime  considerable trouble

since, as Warkworth’s  Chronicle  observes, he commanded ‘alle the Erle of

Warwykes navy there’.lz Warwick had been appointed admiral of England during
Henry VI’s  Readeption, from  2  January 1471, and Fauconberg had served at sea as
a  captain under his  command.  After Warwick’s death at Barnet on 14 April
Fauconberg had taken command of the navy, in the Lancastrian cause, as his
successor." This  was perfectly appropriate, given his background and former

responsibilities. His own father, William Neville, Earl of Kent, had been  admiral

for several months in 1462. Meanwhile, on the restoration of the Yorkists,
Gloucester had resumed  office  as admiral." So, in  effect,  Fauconberg was
Gloucester’s personal rival, as well as an enemy to the Yorkjst regime. Good

sources  says that  at Sandwich Fauconberg had with him  a  large number of
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shipmasters and sailors and commanded forty-seven ships." For the  sake  of such
considerable resources Edward IV was prepared to do a deal, and had entered  into
intensive negotiations at the same time as the Kentish rebellion was being
suppressed. A teller’s roll records the exchequer’s payment of expenses for at least
four separate embassies to Fauconberg, one by Richmond herald and Sir  Thomas
Grey ‘with various  messages from the lord king himself, two by a servant of Lord

Rivers, and  a  fourth by Master Henry Cokke  ‘with  a letter from the lord cardinal’.
(that is, Thomas  Bourgchier, Archbishop of Canterbury)" An agreement was

reached by which, in return for the surrender of the navy to the  king,  Fauconberg

would be given the king’s pardon and, so it seems,~enter the  king’s  service. On 27
May Gloucester, as admiral, received Fauconberg’s submission and the surrender

of his ships.”

The agreement was respected, and Fauconberg joined the  king’s  service.

Warkworth’s  Chronicle  reports that after Edward himself had been to Sandwich,

he  ‘toke  the Bastard withe hyme, and returned ageyne to  Londone’." Fauconberg

was in the  king’s  retinue, not  a prisoner.  He waited, presumably in London, for the
promised pardon. On 10 June a pardon was granted to Fauconberg ‘for  all  offences
against the  statute  of cloths and  capes’,  which has plausibly been interpreted as  a
reference to the  statute of  1468  against livery and maintenance." Four days after
this  a  warrant was issued under the  king’s  privy seal  for  a  year’s safe-conduct to be

granted to Fauconberg for  a  journey to northern parts. He was on the  king’s  service
(’in  obsequio regis’) and was to travel in attendance on the Duke of Gloucester as
warden of Carlisle and the West March. The safe-conduct was issued from
chancery on 16 June.20 Both the pardon of 10 June and the ensuing safe-conduct
describe Fauconberg as ‘esquire’ alias ‘gentleman’f' titles  that  seem to argue
against the story that Fauconberg was knighted and given a naval command as part

of his deal‘ with the king, even  though  this was current very soon afterwards.“
Jean de Wavrin, within three years of the Yorkist triumph of  1471,  recorded

that  Fauconberg was sent with Gloucester ‘for  good  surety’ to ‘a place called
Merlan’.  This  was perhaps the former Neville castle of Middleham, which was
formally granted to Gloucester on 14 July.23 It had previously belonged to the Earl

of Warwick.“ Wavrin’s  cement  implies  that  Fauconberg needed watching, but

this interpretation may understate the confidence  that  was now placed in
Fauconberg. The purpose of the journey north was to restore the government’s

authority in the North, where Gloucester was to be Edward’s chief  suppon,  and as
a  Neville, Fauconberg was potentially a  valuable  ally in this enterprise. He was not
in custody: Wavrin  also  says that ‘he came and went with Gloucester’s other
servants without being constrained or harmed’, and this is consistent with the
evidence of the safeconduct.‘s Edward had pardoned many of Warwick’s former
supporters, and many of them became  loyal  supporters of the Yorkist  dynasty.“
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Such  a  policy inevitably had its dangers, as Edward had already found to his
cost  in 1463. The former Lancastn'ans, Sir Ralph Percy and Henry Beaufon, Duke

of Somerset, had surrendered at Bamborough on 26 December  1462, and had been

taken to the king at Durham.  Here  he had accepted  them both  into his service, and

he subsequently took Somerset into his company in much the  same  way that
Gloucester  took  Fauconberg in 1471. Yet Lancastrian loyalties had proved stronger

than royal favour; within  a  few months Percy had surrendered  Bamborough  and

Dunstanborough to  allies  of the house of Lancaster, and by 20 December,  1463,
Somerset had fled northwards again to rejoin Henry VI at Bamborough.” Edward

IV’s  leniency to these  former  enemies has been seen as  a  blunder that mars his

record as a  statesman.“ He  must  have  thought  the risk worth taking with such
notables, since he had repeated it in his dealing with Fauconberg.

Sometime in the summer of  1472,  Fauconberg was back on the  south  coast,

and apparently at  sea.  Wavrin says  that  he had gone back on board ship ‘to harm
King Edward again’, implying that  he had abandoned the king's service and  that
his return to sea was an act of defiance. There are some disquieting features of this

explanation. Even Wavrin’s explanation implies that Fauconberg’s  offence  was  a
matter of assumed intentions rather than deeds.” There is no recorded evidence of
treachery or  even  of piracy on Fauconberg’s part. It is unlikely, in  fact,  that he did

anything criminal, since no explanation was ever given for his subsequent arrest
and execution. The so-called ‘Yorkist  Notes’ printed by Kingsford, which are
probably very close to the event, say vaguely that he was arrested  ‘for a  new
offence’.30 Uncertainty about his  offence  is probably also  implied in Sir John
Paston’s  cement on Fauconberg’s impending execution that ‘som men seye he

wolde haue deseruyd it, and som sey naye’.“I This  may be simply a  naively partisan

comment, since  Paston himself  had  fought  for Warwick and Henry VI in the Battle
of Bamet. But since Fauconberg had been pardoned for any activities in resisting
the Yorkist restoration, Paston’s  remark is more likely to express uncertainty about

what he had done amiss since then.
The apparent ease with which Fauconberg was arrested is also surprising, in

View of his earlier resourcefulness. All sources agree  that  the arrest was made in

Southampton.’2 That  he was taken by surprise, as several sources say, almost goes
without saying and conveys no useful information. Hall elaborates the idea

dramatically and cruelly. ‘Now’, he says,
to returns to bastard Fauconbridge, wauering hither and thither in the
doubtful surges of the  sea,  as sure of hys lyfe on the water, as on the
lande. whiche  either  thinking that  no man would se him, or that all men

were  blynd, and could not  espye  hym (and especially in so  secrete  a
place) came into the open  hauen  of Southampton, and there toke lande,
where he was not long vntaken, but shortlier  behedded.”
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Hall’s  irony, though calculated to condemn Fauconberg as  a fool  as well as a

traitor, raises the  question  whether in fact he was aware of any risk. The  apparent

ease of his capture could be taken to imply that, like Rivers, Grey, Vaughan and

Haute  on 30 April 1483, or  Hastings  on 13 June of  that  year, he was unaware at the

time of his arrest  that  he was in danger. If he had been at sea, he is unlikely to have

known that his pardon had  been  revoked, and indeed this was probably not

generally known  at the time of his arrest.
However, it is much more likely that Wavrin was correct in his belief  that

Fauconberg’s return to sea was unauthorised, provocative and potentionally

treasonous. The journey northward with Gloucester  suggests  that he had agreed to

serve the king on land rather  than  on the sea, where his previous expertise chiefly

lay. If he had then gone to sea as  a  captain trusted by Gloucester it would require

some  very specific  circumstance to explain why he was a marked man within  a  few

months, and this is precisely an element the story lacks. The  likeliest  explanation

of these events is  that  Fauconberg withdrew from Gloucester’s service and

returned to sea without permission and with treacherous intent. It would be

interesting to know what ship or ships he returned to. Edward IV and Gloucester

may have had no more direct information concerning his immediate purposes than

we have, and seem to  have  had no particular crime to lay to his charge when they

decided to anest him, but it is not difficult to surmise what  their  fears were.

There were  many reasons in the  late  summer of  1471  for the  government  to be

jittery. The threat of invasion, even  by miniscule armies and improbable claimants

to the throne, was not one that the government could afford to  take  lightly at any

time in the late fifteenth century. The  best  hope  was to deter such dangers by

responding to them promptly. In  1471  the new government was vulnerable to

unreconciled Lancastrian supporters who might seek assistance from Louis XI of

France. The Earl of Oxford, having escaped after the battle of Bamet, and having

failed to establish a bridge head on the Essex  coast  in late May, spent the summer

occupied  in piracy around the English coast, and he was still at large.“ Moreover

Jasper and Henry Tudor were still beyond the  govemment’s  control in Wales. It

was  about  the time of Fauconberg’s arrest, though  the exact timing is uncertain,

that  they were besieged in Pembroke, and sometime in early to mid September  they
escaped from Tenby by boat.” Fauconberg’s  downfall is probably connected, if

only dimly, with  these  alarms. Perhaps he had gone to  join Oxford, or was

suspected of having done so. It would not have required any positive act, from one

'with his record, to create the suspicion  that  he would try to assist the  king’s

enemies.  He had been a very committed Lancastrian in days gone by, had taken an
active naval  role in the restoration of Henry VI in 1470, and up to the moment of

his surrender had vigorously resisted the Yorkist return in 1471.36 The great

concessions which the king had already made to Fauconberg, despite the hostility
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of Londoners towards him, imply that  he was considered very useful as  a  friend but
highly dangerous as an enemy, and the Yorkists could not afford to  take  chances.

It is unlikely that  Fauconberg was drawn southwards by any renewed prospects

of  a  rising in  Kent.  The execution of  Nicholas  Faunt in Canterbury, which Scofield

tentatively linked to Fauconberg’s downfall, almost certainly occurred on 29

May —  probably,  that  is, even before the grant of Fauconberg’s pardon.” Kentish

resistance was crushed from  that  time. Scofield also  suggested  a  connection

between Fauconberg and another old Lancastrian, Sir  Thomas  Fulford, who

escaped from sanctuary in Westminster to Devon, where he was soon  thought  to

have  murdered two knights. But Fulford’s  flight  is reported as news by Sir John

Paston on 15 September at  a  time when Fauconberg was already under arrest. The

details of  Paston's  juxtaposition of the two men and their differing fortunes seem
to argue against any connection between them rather than in favour of one.”

Fauconberg's defection cannot be related closely to  a  known focus of opposition to

the crown.

His pardon had been revoked by 11 September, when a commission was issued
to Robert Cosyn and John  Cole  to  seize  his goods as a traitor.39 It is not known

whether this was before or after his  arrest, but either way it was very close in time.
He was certainly in custody by 15 September, when Paston commented  ‘that

Bastarde Fauconbryg is owther hedyd or lyke to be, and hys brother bothe,"° and

since this was  about  the time when the news of the arrest had reached London from

Southampton, the chances are  that  it had  taken  place several days before.  What
happened next  is in some ways the  most  interesting part of the story.  A late  report
that Richard of Gloucester arrested Fauconberg probably arises from a

misunderstanding." However, the eighteen-year-old duke was indeed closely

involved in his subsequent fate. Wavrin says it was he that discovered

Fauconberg’s offence and had him beheaded.“z ‘Discovering his  offence’ may

imply no more than  that  Gloucester informed his brother of Fauconberg’s return

south.  Warkworth’s  Chronicle  records that ‘by the  Duke  of Gloucetre in

Yorkeschyre, the seide Bastarde was behedede’." Further circumstantial evidence

that  he was beheaded in the North is  supplied  by Sir John Paston, who had noted

the arrest of both Fauconberg and his brother William. On 28 September he
recorded  that  ‘men  seye that hys brother was sore hurte and scope to seyntwarye to

Beuerle’.“ The sanctuary in Beverley was one of the most important in northern

England, but it is unlikely to have been accessible to  a  badly wounded man unless

he was already somewhere in the North. Though Paston seems not to have  known

where Fauconberg was beheaded, his story is compatible with the idea that the

brothers had been taken north together. Any more precise location for the

execution has to wait until Stow, who in  both  his  Chronicle  (1580) and his  Annales

(1600) says  that  Fauconberg was taken from Southampton to Middleham and
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beheaded  there."
Fauconberg’s arrest and execution was not some private venture of

Gloucester’s. Adriaan de But says his death was ordered by the king.“ The

commission to  seize  his  goods  was under the royal letters patent. The  king also

paid out of the exchequer for Fauconberg’s head to be cam'ed  back  to the capital,

though the account is silent  about  where it had come from. The considerable sum

of thirty shillings was paid ’to Henry Cappe  in payment for his expenses incurred

in carrying the head of Bastard Fauconberge’." The head, says the  Great
Chronicle, was sent to London ‘and there  upon  the brydge pycchid  upon a stake  or

pole where it stood long afftyr’.“ Sir John Paston, writing upon 28 September to

his mother and brother, supplies a terminal date for the story.  ‘Item, Thomas

Fauconbrydge hys bed was yesterdaye  sett  vppeon  London Brydge lokyng in-to

Kent warde’f" This symbolic reference to the Kentish Rising, for which he had

been pardoned, seems to confirm that he had done little damage since.
Even with no more encumbrance than  a severed  head, the journey from

Middleham to London  (about  236 miles) is unlikely to have taken  less  than five

days.  This  assumes a  high  rate of progress of nearly fifty miles  a  day.’0 On this

reckoning Fauconberg was dead by the evening of 22 September. Sidney Lee, in

his article on Fauconberg in the  Dictionary of National Biography, dates his death

to 22 September, and he is followed in this by Kingsford. The  date  is not warranted

by the  sources  Lee cites, and Kingsford  does  not cite  a  source at all (perhaps

trusting Lee), but they must be  about  right." This  timing allows  about  ten  days  for

the journey from  Southampton to Middleham (about 288 miles), assuming that

Fauconberg was arrested  about  12 September. With Fauconberg and his brother in

custody, perhaps wounded, and accompanied by a  close guard, thirty miles  a  day

would be  a  reasonable average rate of progress.

Why was Fauconberg given such  a  private  death, when so many people  were

pleased to see the end of him? One answer  must  be  that  Gloucester  took
responsibility for his arrest and execution, either because he was lord admiral or

beacuse Fauconberg had been in his service, and  that  Gloucester was in Yorkshire

at the time. But that  does  not entirely explain the obscurity of Fauconberg’s end. It

seems unlikely that  Gloucester intended any form of investigation into his

activities, since  that  would  have  been better conducted in somewhere in the  South

than in Middleham. The royal commission of 11 September and  Paston’s  cement

of 15 September both imply that, having been arrested, his death was more or less

a foregone conclusion. So it is difficult to suppose  that  the trouble and risk of

taking Fauconberg northwards was incurred because Gloucester needed to
interview him first.“

One reason against decapitating Fauconberg in Southampton (together,
presumably, with his brother) was  that  the event would revive memories of the
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previous year when, by judgement of the Earl of Worcester, and in Edward IV’s
name, twenty supporters of Warwick and Clarence captured in the port had been
executed  there in an unusually macabre fashion. Warkworth’s  Chronicle.  stresses

the odium against Worcester  that  his had generated: ‘evere afterwarde the Erle of
Worcestre was gretely behatede emonge me peple’. Indeed, these executions had

contributed directly to Worcester’s own condemnation following the Lancastrain
return to power, and to his being beheaded on Tower Hill on 18 October 1470.53 It
was the number of  executions  and their manner  that  had provoked a sense of
outrage  against  ‘the  butcher of England’, and a couple of straightforward
beheadings would not have had the same  effect.  Nevertheless the Southampton

executions had  been  so notorious, and so damaging to the reputation of the
Yorkists, that  Edward had good reason not to behead two more distinguished

supporters of Warwick’s there so soon afterwards.
This still does not explain why the king did not treat the Londoners to the

execution of their former aggressor. Warkworth’s  Chronicle,  which is by no means
a  hostile witness, and holds  that  Fauconberg’s execution was well deserved,

mentions  that  he was executed ‘noztwimstondynge he  bade  a chartere of pardone’.
This  form of words recalls the  author’s  implied disquiet at Edward  IV’s  treatment

of  those  taken in Tewkesbury Abbey on 4 May, who had subsequently been
beheaded ‘noztwhitstondynge the Kynges  pardone’." Because of the notorious

circumstances in which he had surrendered, Fauconberg’s pardon, and apparent
political rehabilitation, must  have been well known. It was unusual for kings to go
back on pardons they had granted,” and since Edward seems to  have  been unable

to show what new  offence  Fauconberg had committed, to  judge  from the general
uncertainty on this point, he was in something of  a  quandary. It was not unusual to

execute  traitors taken in battle without trial, but  this  was not the  case  with
Fauconberg who had been arrested while going about his business, whatever  that
may have  been.  In View of the procedural difficulties it was perhaps wise to present

the Londoners with  a  fait accompli,  knowing that  many of them would applaud the
outcome uncritically. In the event, even the memory of his pardon, along with any
questions  that it raised, was  soon  forgotten.

In conclusion, then, the story of Thomas Fauconberg can be interpreted, for all

its obscurity, as a straightforward  case  of one who would not be reconciled to the
Yorkist victory of  1471  and who was consequently beheaded as  a  traitor. From the

king’s  point of View, and probably from that of Fauconberg himself,  that  was the
essence of the matter. For all this simplicity of outline, however, Fauconberg is not
known from any extant  source  actually to have committed  a  treasonable  offence,

and there are few executions for treason about which so  little  is known. Its privacy
foreshadows those of Rivers, Grey and  Vaughan  at Pontefract on 25 June, 1483
(though for them at least  a  definite time and place is recorded). The obscurity of
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this  story calls  for  some explanation. Edward  had  little need  to  fear political

retaliation  on  Fauconberg’s death — indeed, he was  evidently willing that the  event

should  be  publicised  in  London.  The  likeliest reason  for executing Fauconberg

away from  any focus  of  attention  is that the  king and  Gloucester were convinced  of
his  disloyalty, and  probably rightly, but  could  not  execute  him  more publicly

without raising awkward legal questions.  This  makes  thé  story rather more

interesting as an  episode  in  Gloucester’s career  than a  bald outline would imply.
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